We systematically study the bulk and finite size effects on the band structure of prototypical line node materials using density functional theory based computations. For the bulk system, we analyze quantum oscillations with changes in the Fermi surface topology. We show that ultra thin slabs are gapped, with the first signatures of the line node appearing beyond a critical thickness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of topological materials, which originated with investigations of bulk insulators 1,2 , has expanded to encompass gapless semimetals 3, 4 . Very recently, materials exhibiting band degeneracies along a line in momentum space (termed line node semimetals) have been in the limelight. These line nodes are enabled by a combination of time reversal and inversion symmetries, in principle without requiring additional crystal symmetries. There is an intensive ongoing effort to search and characterize such material candidates. Theoretical efforts, grounded in density functional theory computations, have led to a number of materials being proposed to host such line nodal states [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These range from elemental solids 11, 14 to ternary compounds 7, 8 , to highlight just a few. Promising experimental advances in synthesizing and characterizing candidate materials have also been reported for PtSn 4 18 , PbTaSe 2 19 , ZrSiS [20] [21] [22] , ZrSiSe 23 , and CaAgP 24, 25 .
Among the systems that have been identified to show this feature in the band structure, alkaline earth metal tripnictides of the form AB 3 (A=Ca, Sr and B=P, As) are a promising set 15, 16 . The calcium compounds, CaP 3 and CaAs 3 form in the P 1 space group. Intriguingly, the only structural symmetry is an inversion symmetry and the structure lacks any other crystal symmetries. Owing to this minimum symmetry condition, these materials have been dubbed the "hydrogen atom" of line nodal semimetals 16 .
In this contribution, we systematically analyze the bulk and finite size effects in prototypical line node material CaP 3 using density functional theory based computations. Furthermore, we show that tuning the volume of the material, provides a handle on the reciprocal space radius of the line node. It is important to characterize the band structure in confined geometries. The bulk contribution to transport in a suitable slab geometry can be suppressed, facilitating the observation of effects from the surface drumhead states. In the past, this strategy has been proved to be important for topological insulators 26 . Moreover, a number of experimental investigations can be performed in the thin film setup, including creation of heterojunctions with other materials. Therefore, it is useful to understand how the band structure of line node materials evolves with thickness. Here, we compute the thickness dependent band structure of prototypical line node material CaP 3 , and estimate the minimum thickness needed to observe the bulk line node. Controlling the position and extent of the bulk line node and the resulting surface states remains an intriguing aspect of these materials. Using ab initio calculations, we show that the line node radius in CaP 3 is rather sensitive to bulk volume change. Further, we rationalize this observation based on a low energy model. We propose that application of pressure or suitable substrate engineering can be used as an effective means to control and tune the line node and the surface drumhead states. The resulting changes in the band structure could be probed either directly by angle resolved photoemission or via quantum oscillation measurements to map the Fermi surfaces. 
II. METHODS
Density functional theory calculations were performed using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation functional 27 , as implemented in the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (vasp) 28, 29 . We used a plane wave cutoff of 500 eV and the bulk Brillouin zone was sampled using a 8 × 8 × 8 k-point mesh. We used experimental co- To investigate slab geometries, we downfolded the band structure obtained from density functional theory to an effective tight-binding model using the p x , p y , p z orbitals of the pnictide atoms. The downfolding was achieved by constructing maximally localized wannier functions, employing the wannier90 suite 33 . Finally, the resulting tight-binding model was analyzed using the WannierTools package 34 . The surface spectral functions, ρ(E, k), in a semi-infinite geometry were computed using an iterative Green's function method. Here surface layer.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us begin by discussing the crystal structure of CaP 3 , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The unit cell (enclosed by black lines) consists of two formula units. The pnictide atoms (denoted by smaller purple spheres) form one dimensional puckered chains, which are separated by the Ca atoms (shown using larger blue spheres). The aforementioned inversion center lies at the center of neighboring Ca atoms. Bulk Brillouin zone and its surface projection are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . The GGA band structure is shown in Fig. 1 form a circular line node. Crucially, these are the only bands around the Fermi level and therefore would allow a direct investigation of the properties of these line nodes without the hindrance of other bands.
Analysis of the atomic contributions of the band structure shows that the bands around the Fermi level predominantly arise from p x , p y , p z states of P atoms. Therefore, we constructed an effective tight binding model based on these orbitals using a wannierization procedure (as described in the Computational Methods section). The resulting ab initio derived band structure is superimposed on the first-principles result in Fig. 1(c) . Importantly, the two band structures are in good agreement within a wide energy window around the due to the increasing size of the Fermi surface (see Fig. 2 for a visualization). At E −E F = 0, we find two closely spaced frequencies. These arise from extremal orbits around the thicker and thinner necks of the toroidal Fermi surface. At higher Fermi energy, as the shape of the Fermi surface changes to an ellipsoid only a single frequency is found [ Fig. 3(c) ].
This corresponds to one extremal orbit traversing the surface of the ellipsoid, whose length varies for different directions of the applied magnetic field. Such a change in the number of oscillation frequencies and their magnitude, with changing Fermi level should be readily observable as a signature of the Lifshitz transition.
Next, let us move on to the thickness dependent electronic structure of CaP 3 . The band structures for the ultra thin slabs (stacked along the crystallographic c direction) of thicknesses ranging from 1 layer to 4 layers are collected in Fig. 4 contrast, in thicker slabs bands have an inverted order and smaller gaps. In addition, we find two "in gap" features within the line nodal circle. These will be examined in more detail subsequently in a semi-infinite setup.
The evolution of the energy gap, at the k-point along the Γ − Y direction where the bulk line node crossing exists, with the thickness of the slab is collected in Fig. 5 . There is a rather rapid decay of the gap with thickness initially, which then slows down and reaches to negligible values only above a thickness of about 20 layers. This behavior is rather similar to that seen for prototypical Dirac semimetal materials (i.e., those with a point node degeneracy instead of a line node one) 35 .
Having examined the electronic structure of CaP 3 in infinite (i.e. bulk) and finite (i.e. slab) geometries, we next move on to an intermediate analysis in the semi-infinite case. This is particularly relevant for surface sensitive probes employing a thick bulk-like sample, for instance angle resolved photoemission and scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The electronic structure in the semi-infinite geometry is obtained by employing an iterative Green's function technique to calculate the surface spectral functions 34 . The energy dependent surface spectral function is shown in Fig. 6 along the high symmetry directions around the Y point.
The bulk nodal crossings are clearly visible. In addition, there are bright features (corresponding to higher spectral weight on the surface), present within the bulk line node for both terminations of the system. These are the two drumhead states which arise due to the bulk band inversion between the two bands. Notice that this surface band is more dispersive for Ca termination while remains rather flat for the P termination. This difference could be related to different surface potentials that the two terminations provide and suggests the interesting possibility that the drumhead state dispersion could be tuned by surface gating.
The effect of the dispersion is seen more clearly by studying the k-resolved surface spectral function at different energy values, as shown in Fig. 7 for Ca termination. Having investigated the bulk and finite size effects on the electronic structure of the prototypical line node material CaP 3 , we raise the question: how can one control the momentum space extent of the line node and the resulting drumhead states? From our first principles calculations we find that change in volume of the cell has a rather marked effect on the low energy band structure of CaP 3 (Fig. 8) . A small change of 1-2% in the lattice constant already changes the band inversion of the bands forming the line node by close to 50 meV.
The effect is specially pronounced on the electron-like band, while the hole-like band is less To rationalize this observation, let us consider a low-energy Hamiltonian to describe the line node semimetals
where σ x , σ y , σ z are Pauli matrices and I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. For this model, we have symmetry operations inversion, P = σ z and time reversal, T = K, where K denotes complex conjugation. The energy eigenvalues for this model are given by E = 0 + a xy (k
For ∆ < 0, i.e. a finite band inversion, the two bands form a line node degeneracy at k z = 0 and k 2 x + k 2 y = −∆ /b xy . We notice that the radius of the line node is proportional to the band inversion strength ∆ , and that increasing band inversion strength increases the radius of the line node and vice versa.
When the band inversion strength vanishes (∆ = 0), the system is gapless with a point node, i.e., the line node radius is zero. This analysis matches our observations from density functional theory calculations. Further, this suggests that while our calculations are for specific material CaP 3 , the present strategy for controlling the line node could prove to be useful for other line nodal systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we systematically analyzed the bulk and finite size effects on the band structure of prototypical line node material CaP 3 using density functional theory based computations. For the bulk system, we analyzed quantum oscillations with changes in the Fermi surface topology. We showed that ultra thin slabs are gapped, with the first signatures of the line node appearing around a thickness of ten layers. We showed that the line node radius in CaP 3 is rather sensitive to bulk volume change, which we also rationalized using an effective low energy model. Based on this observation, we proposed that application of pressure or suitable substrate engineering can be used as an effective means to control and tune the line node and the accompanying surface drumhead states. These changes could then be experimentally probed using either angle resolved photoemission techniques or by employing quantum oscillations to map out the Fermi surfaces.
